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ABSTRACT

Recent redshift surveys reveal large structures of galaxies with sizes in excess of 100 h'1

Mpc. These structures appear to be two-dimensional sheets ("walls"), perhaps periodi-

cally spaced. Here we propose that these "walls" are the manifestation of a spontaneous

breaking of the symmetry implied by the Cosmological Principle. We present a model of

a Robertson-Walker universe where the geometry of the large scale matter-distribution

is determined by the most symmetric eigenmode V 0̂,o of S3- This model reproduces the

geometry of the observed large scale structures for an appropriate choice of the center

of vibration and wavelength of the eigenmode V^̂ .p. We also formulate predictions on

the distribution of galaxies that should be observed as soon as new deep and wide-angle

redshift surveys will become available. The observation of the predicted wave structures

would confirm our model, which in turn could have far reaching consequences for cos-

mology and also for physics. In fact, as shown by Fock in 1935, the most symmetric

eigenfunction of the Hydrogen atom represented in momentum space is the same YUfo,a-
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recent deep redshift surveys within small angular regions of the sky (pencil-beam
surveys) reveal striking peaks in the distribution of galaxies along the line of sight
(Broadhurst et al., 1990, 1992; BEKS). The peaks are characterized by a high signal-
to-noise ratio and by a periodicity of 128 Mpc in co-moving distance. Throughout
this paper we assume Hn = 100 km sec"1 Mpc~', or h=\.

The peaks are interpreted as the intersections of the pencil beams with the "walls"
of galaxies that are observed in several shallow wide-angle redshift surveys of different
regions of the sky (Geller and Huchra 1989, Giovanelli and Haynes 1993, Wegnei et
al., 1993, da Costa et al., 1994). Because of their relatively small size, these shallow
surveys do not contain more than one "wall". The possible periodicity of the "walls"
rests mainly on the BEKS survey. However, the existence of "wallt" of galaxies
separated by 128 Mpc seems to be confirmed by the preliminary results of a new
wide-angle survey of intermediate depth (Vettolani et al., 1993,1994; ESO strip).

Cosmological n-body models show that gravity alone cannot account for the for
mation of the observed large scale correlations (Weinberg et al., 1990}. In this paper
we show that structures of sizes ~ 130 Mpc could be produced by the spontaneous
breaking of the simmetry implied by the Cosmological Principle.

A preliminary discussion of the model has already been presented elsewhere (Bu-
dinich, 1993). Here we review the foundations of the model (section 2) and compare
our predictions with the available observations (section 3). The comparison yields the
values of the wavelength of the eigenwave V'n.u.u and the position of Pcl the center of
vibration. In section 4 we discuss possible future observations that could conclusively
verify our model. Section 5 is a summary of our results and a brief discussion of the
link that our model creates between cosmology and physics.

2 THE MODEL
a) Formulation of the model

The Cosmological Principle is a symmetry principle, in fact it uniquely defines (Wein-
berg, 1972) the Robertson-Walker (R.W.) metric. For a universe with positive spatial
curvature (Q > 1) the R.W. metric has the form:

where x, 6, <t> are angular coordinates of a sphere S3, and R(t) represents its expand-
ing radius. The dependence on time of R(t) can be obtained through the solution of
the Einstein equations.

It follows that the most general R.W. (fl > 1) space-time compatible with the
Cosmological Principle has the form:

MU = S x R (2)

where S — S' • [' and F is a subgroup of SO(4) whose action on S ' is free and properly
discontinuous (Wolf, 1984). Following well-known arguments (Friedman, 1922, 1924)
we will assume that the spatial part S of Muu space-time is represented by:

S = S'.'Z. (3)

where 2, = {l, - 1 } .
The assumption t) > 1 implies the compact form S — S ' /T for the spatial part

of MUM with SO(4) as the local isometry group. We make the assumption U > 1
because it leads to an analogy with the stationary states of the Hydrogen atom in the
momentum representation (see Section 5). We could also include ft < 1 cases into
our framework by considering one of the Robertson-Walker fl < 1 universes with spa-
tially compact sections. The spatial compactness could then allow for eigenvibrations
similar to those we describe in this paper.

Symmetry principles are usually expressed in physics in the form of covariance
rules of the equations of motion with respect to the transformations of a certain
group, and in the case of space-time-symmetry the equations of motion are addition-
ally written in the homogeneous space of that group. An example is special relativity
where the symmetry group is the Poincare group and the homogeneous space is iden-
tified with the Minkowski space-time denned as the Poincare-group/Lorentz-group.

It is well known that the solutions of these covariant equations, that represent
possible effective motions, may well break the postulated symmetry. This natu-
ral violation of symmetry is generally called "spontaneous". A classical example of
'spontaneous" symmetry breaking is represented by the planetary orbits which break
"spontaneously" ihe SO(3) group of symmetry of the Newton two-body equations of
motion.

We will extend these concepts to our case by assuming the following
Hypothesis : the observed large-scale mhomogentitics of matter m the universe are
the natural consequence of a spontaneous violation of the Cosmological Principle.
Correspondingly, there ezist a function (or, more generally, a spinorwl or tensorial
field) thai satisfies some natural equations on orbits S of the action of the symmetry
group SO(4) of the Cosmological Principle. This function is related to the matter
distribution m tht unzterse.

We study here the simplest case in which we consider only one function that is
a solution of only one equation. We start with a scalar field v on Mn.n with the
metric (1). We subject v to the equations of motion (Weinberg, 1972):

R sd,(R'd,) - fi"''(A(S') - 1)1* = 0 (4)

where R is the radius of S ; \ A(S') is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on S ' /Z; . The
equation may be solved by separation of variables. Elementary solutions have the
form:

»(x,M) (5)



where the S ' spherical harmonics l'nj,,,(^, S, <t) are defined by:

A(S:')V, = -n(n -4- 2)Vn,rn

and have the explicit form:

(6)

where fcni are normalization constants, C^t'i Gegenbauer polynomials, and P(° asso-
ciated Legendre functions. The restriction to S^/Zj gives a selection rule: n + i is an
even integer.

As in any field-theory, we may obtain from i> (satisfying equation (4)) the energy-
momentum tensor TMU and, in particular, the energy density.

H = Tm = - R2if>A{S3)4,)} (8)

We assume that H represents the density of matter in the universe it late times, after
the energy density of the scalar field has been converted to matter (both visible and
non visible).

Inserting a particular elementary solution (5), (7) in (8) we obtain, for each eigen-
mode !'„(„,:

H,tlm = K{t)[Y,,lm(x,8,<i>)'i (9)

It is clear that on any section S the matter density described by equation (9) with
nlm jt 0 will spontaneously break the SO(4) symmetry implied by the CosmologicaJ
Principle. According to our hypothesis and assuming that the universe is in the
I'igenmodc VrllrM, the mass density H,,int given by (9) is &n appropriate representation
of the large scale inhomogeneities observed in the universe.

The hypothesis that the fi > 1 Robertson-Walker universe may be subject to an
eigenvibration was first proposed by E. Schroedinger in 1936 (Schroedinger, 1937,1939).

In a previous paper (Budinich et al., 1993) two of us identified the scalar field V> as
the "infiaton field" and, by inserting Ynim in equation (9), reproduced the structures
of galaxies discovered by BEKS with their pencil beam surveys. In this paper our
treatment is more general: only equation (6) and the corresponding functions Ynim are
important. We postulate that the solution of this equation realizes the spontaneous
symmetry breaking of our Hypothesis .

There are several aspects of the postulate which are appealing. Fot example,
Equation (6) is a reduction of the Laplace equation from R4 (with natural Euclid-
ean metric) to S. The Laplace equation is the simplest possible SO(4) symmetric
differential equation on R l in agreement with the demand of our Hypothes is , that
the equation in quest should be the most natural. Another interesting aspect of our
postulate is the analogy with the stationary states of the H-atom, whose eigenfunc-
tions in momentum space can be represented by the same S3 spherical harmonics
^ilnXXi^i^}- For a short discussion of this interesting link between the H-atom and
the universe see Section 5.

In what follows we assume that the distribution of matter in the universe is de-
termined by just one eigenmode of (6). This assuption is the simplest and the most
significant. In fact, by increasing the number of eigenmodes it would be possible to
reproduce a.n arbitrary distribution of matter and the model would loose its predictive
power.

b) Hntm: from Robertson-Walker to equatorial coordinates

In Robertson-Walker coordinates the spatial sections S = S 3 of the space-time are
parametrized by angles (x,0,<fr) and can be represented in R J with Cartesian coordi-
nates (JC1) i = 1,2,3,4 by:

i 1 = sin x sin 6 sin <̂

I 3 = sin \ sin 9 cos 4>

i ! = sin x cos S

x ' = cos x

(10)

where we set to one the radius R of S;).
Suppose now that we have an observer situated at the point S3 pa = (xr

a) with
Roberston-Walker coordinates (xv, flu, <Ao). In order to dermine the distribution of
matter on S as seen by the observer in S3 p,, — (rj,), it is convenient to introduce
another system parametrizing S. This system is given by the coordinates (p, a, S)
that are related to (x, 6, <j>) via-:

i ' = cos psin Xnsin Si,sin <£,, -r

~sinp{jcos Xocos $n + sin Xn sin ^,cos 9,,\ cosisin(a - ar) +

r sin x<> cos 0,,isirt 5 cos S, - cos 5 sin hr cos(a — a,.)'] +

i- cos X't sin <t>i)\— sin 6 cos(6, - 9,j) — cos S sin(6 r - 8U) cos(a — ar)\}

i' = cospsin Xusinfti cos^,, 4-
- s inp{(- cos xu sin gin -r sin Xn cos ft, cos gic,)cos Jsin(a - a r ) +

— sin X"Sin ^ , i j - sin 8 cos br + c o s i s i n # c cos(a — ctr)j t-

* cos Xu cos c^oj- sin & cos(£r - S,,) + cos & sin(fr — #,>) cos (a - Or)

(11)

+ sin Xu sin 60 cos S sin(a — ar)}

- Qr)

i 1 = cospcosxo + sinpsinxiiisinisinic + cos5cosSrcos(a - ac}\.

We derive these equations in Appendix A.
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The coordinates 'I < a ••'. 2rr, - - 2 ' f < ir/2 are the usual equatorial coordinates
on the celestial sphere SJ of an observer situated at the point p,, — (xn, #<>,0u) 6 S;l.
By fixing a and 5 we choose a light ray from p(J, i.e. a great circle on S through
p,i. This light ray is directed 'oward the point (a, S) on the observer's sphere. The
coordinate p (0 < p < jr for S = S'. 0 < p < TT/2 for S - S'/Z2) measures the radial
distance (in radians) from p,, along the ray. The remaining free parameters {ac, 6C)
specify the direction to the point

P, -- (0,0,0,1)' e s (12)

on the celestial sphere.
Let us assume that the density of matter in the Universe at a fixed time is dis-

tributed according to formula (9). In terms of the Robertson-Walker coordinates
(X: 9, <j>): H is given by:

/ /„ , ,„(*, 0, <<>) =-- k Y,,Ux, «, <t>) (13)

on any spatial section S. In (13) k is a constant. In terms of equatorial coordinates
[p. a, b) the above formula becomes:

H,,,,n[P.a.S)--k c',;M = ] m I"
Y

(14)
where ( j . z-, j ' . i ' j arc functions of ( p . a . 6) and are given by (11).

The rather complicated formula ( I t ) tak< - a relatively simple form in the special

cases of rn 0. ( - 0 or 1. We have:

k r r ' , ( c o s p c o s \-. - s i n p s i n ^ • s i n £ s i n & - c o s 8 c o s 6.- c o s ( a - a,.)]) \~ ( 1 5 )

~ ^ C,^_, (cos p cos x - sin p sin \, . sin 6 sin 6, • cos Scos J, cos(a ~ ar}}) x

% (cos p sin ^., cost?,, - sin p{cos ^,, s i n i s i n ( i . - f t , ) * (16)

+ cos i5cos(6 - 6,,) cos (a - a,) • sin \ , , sin ft, cos S sin ( a — a , ) } ) ]2

From now on we restrict our a t tent ion to these two cases.

Correspondingly, we assume tha t in the comoving-equatorial coordinates (p, a , i)

of the observer the density of mat te r in the Universe is given either by formula (15)

or (16). The parameters ^o, ft, and ar, £, are the free parameters of our model.
Note that due to symmetries of }'„,,, our function //„,,, does not depend on <J>Q, and

that due to symmetries of YntfJ the function //„,„ is independent from both <j>0 and
flu. Therefore in this most symmetric case the matter density depends only on the
coordinates ctr and 8r of the center P, of the eigenmode and on its distance, xo = Pr,
from us.

3 COMPARISON WITH THE OBSERVATIONS
Here we compate the geometry of the distribution of the energy density with the
observations. The distribution predicted by our model is described by equation (9).
We assume that just one eigenmode is dominant. This assuption is the simplest and
the most significant. In fact, by increasing the number of eigenmodes it would be
possible to reproduce an arbitrary distribution of matter and the model would loose
its predictive power. In order to actually perform the comparison we would need a
recipe on how to relate the counts of galaxies to the energy density. The solution of
the problem of the conversion of the energy density Too of the scalar field i> to matter
exceeds the purpose of this paper. We will simply assume that the number of galaxies
traces the energy density.

Our model is based on symmetry principles and, for the moment, does not include
either gravitational or any other sort of dynamics (in our model they would affect
the t-dependence of K(t) in equation (9)). For this reason the model cannot explain
structures on scales smaller than 20-30 Mpc. On these small scales gravity has
certainly played a major role during the evolution of the universe. Structures of
dynamical origin and the energy density waves predicted by our model might as well
coexist: in nature there are examples of such coexistence, the most familiar being the
waves of the sea.

In order to compare the model with the observations we need to specify the value
of n for //„,„ and the coordinates of P,.-, the center of the vibr&tional system.

We first determine the value of n. We consider ffnj,n given by equation (9) for the
maximally svmmetric vibrational mode

= Vnim -
sinp

(17)

where p represents the co moving distance from the observer and fcn is a normalization
constant. We constrain K,.,,,, to have a wavelength of 128 Mpc. This wavelength
matches the periodicity of the structures detected by Broadhurst et al. (1990). The
relation between the wavelength and n is£Ymal/128 Mpc = n + 1 where Xmax is
the maximum distance in the Universe, Xmal - 3008 Mpc, in agreement with the
assumed present value of the Hubble constant, Ho = 100 km sec"' Mpc"'. From this
relation we derive n = 46.

Now we have to determine the three coordinates of Pc, the center of vibration. If
we were at the center of the vibrational system (pc = 0 in equation (15))), the first
peaks of the Broadhurst et al. (1992) pencil-beams would both be at about 64 Mpc
from us. Instead, the first observed peak in the South direction is at a distance of
about 40 Mpc from u* and the first peak in the North direction is at about 90 Mpc.
We conclude that the minimum distance pc of the center of the vibrational system
from us is about 20 Mpc, pc > 20 Mpc.

If pr f 0, the matter density HKJif, depends not only on pc but also on the
equatorial coordinates ac, Sc of Pc (see equation (15)).



To constrain ihe position of P, we compute reilshift-space maps of the maxima of
equation (15) f>>r different coordinates of P - I hen we compare these maps with the
maps produced by well known wide-angle redshift surveys. We consider the following
surveys: the ( f A redshift survey in the North Galactic Cap (Huchra & Geller, 1989),
the pencil beam survey toward the North and South Galactic Cap (Broadhurst et al.,
1990, 1992) the SSRS2 survey in the South Galactic Cap (da Costa et al., 1994} and
the ESO strip, also in South Galactic Cap (Vettolani et al., 1993,1994).

In order to facilitate the comparison with the observations, we multiply the dis-
tribution of matter density. //1,, j , , . by sin" p and call this product JVlr,,,.[i:

Ilv,,tJ,sin"p (18)

For an appropriate choice of a, we can roughly mimic the effect of the selection
function on the volume integral of the matter density. Of course, the exponent a,
varies from survey lo survey. We obtain a 1.8 far the CfAN, the SSRS2 and the
ESO surveys: a 1.6 for the BEKS survey. Furthermore, we arbitrarily define as
'peaks' of the matter density distribution the regions where JV1B.yJ, is higher than 20%
of the peak value.

We check the agreement between the orientation and shape of our peaks with the
observed "walls" that characterize the distribution of galaxies revealed by well-known
redshift surveys. We assume here that the peaks observed by Broadhurst et al. (1990,
1992) are the intersections of their pencil-beam survey with structures like the Great
Wall in the CfA survey or the newly discovered "wall"" of the SSRS2 survey.

We 'move' /'. until the 'comet ry of the w alls in our model agrees with the geometry
of the observed walls.

A first coarse exploration of the possible coordinates of P, leads to the conclusion
that /', has to be closer than about 200 Mpc and that its projection must lie in the
.Southwestern quarter of the celestial sphere:

i r < a, < 2-r -W < 6, < 0".

The orientation and curvature of the ohserved structures are not reproducible with P,
selected in other parts of the sky or at greater distances. Having limited the possible
positions of P, to the South-Western quarter of the celestial sphere, we explore this
region with a finer grid of possible projections of P, on the sky. At each coordinate
point on the grid we try several distances for P., always in the range 20 Mpc to 150
Mpc. For every choice of P. we compute the redshift maps predicted by our model
for the same volumes of the universe that have been explored by the CfA, SSRS2 and
ESO surveys.

We find that //„,., i.,, and the "walls" of the optical wedge diagrams best agree for

p. - 40 Mpc, o, = 13''. 8, - -35", (19)

In Figure 1 we plot the CfAN and SSRS2 surveys and superimpose on them our
results for the best choice of P,, The shaded areas correspond to the regions where

the values of A",.,,., are higher than 20cx of the peak-value. In Figure 2 we present
our results for the ESO strip. In all cases the maxima of the model have roughly the
same shape and orientation of the "walls" observed in the redshift surveys, at least
on large scales.

With our choice of Pr, the maximum of JVK, u „ within the regions covered by optical
surveys coincides with the Coma cluster. Given the resolution of our empirical fitting
procedure, the coincidence between the position of Coma and the peak of yV|6C^ is
determined to within the following limits: Aa r ~ 5°, A ^ ~ 7°, ApP ~ 10 Mpc.

It is also interesting to note that the center P, of the vibrational system is close to
the position of the Great Attractor (which has coordinates gr, = 43 Mpc, ar = 13h24ra,
&r = -44", (Lynden-Bell et al., 1988)).

The schematic plot in Figure 3 should clarify the origin of the geometry of the
observed "walls", according to our model. The sphere represents the first maximum
of ;V1(, ,,,|, The North and South directions are those of the pencil beam surveys
of Broadhurst et al. (1990). The northern and southern cones correspond to the
declinations 6 \- 40".

The "Great Wall" (GW) of the CfA survey is the intersection of the first maxi-
mum of the spherical wave of Y,t,.,,.,, with the sector of the observational cone in the
northern hemisphere. The wall of the SSRS2 survey (SW) is the intersection of the
first maximum of A'n;.n.u with the southern cone.

From Figure 3 it also clear that, according to our model, if we could observe the
continuations of the Great Wall (CGW) and of the SSRS2 wall (CSW) through the
disk of our galaxy, both walls would be closed rings. The CGW can actually be
identified with the ;'wall" of the Perseus-Pisces survey (Giovanelli and Haynes 1993,
Wegner el al. 1993). The shape and orientation of the Perseus-Pisces wall matches
our model without any adjustment of the center of vibration, P,.

The two "walls" of the ESO strip are also represented in Figure 3 (I ESO and
II ESOj. They are the intersection of the second and third maxima of the spherical
waves of :VK,,,H with the southern cone.

Now that we have determined the position of Pr, we can go back to the BEKS
pencil beams and check if the peaks of our model coincide with the observed peaks
of A',,,,,.,, defined by equation (18). Since the relation between the amplitude of our
peaks and the actual counts of galaxies is unknown, we normalize JVIG.U.U to the fifth
peak in the North and to the fourth peak in the South and use a = 1.6. The results
are shown in Figure 4 the coincidence over ten peaks of Ntfiu„ and the observed
histogram is remarkable.

In conclusion, we find that our model can explain the main large structures of
galaxies observed up to now in the universe. In our model the 'walls' of galaxies and
their periodicity are the product of the spontaneous breaking of the SO(4) symmetry
implied by the S^ sector of Robertson-Walker space-time.

The existing surveys, being yet unfair samples of the universe, do not allow a
positive verification of our model. Deep, wide-angle redshift surveys are necessary in
order to test the predictions of our model. We present some of these predictions in



the nuxt section.

4 PREDICTIONS
In our model, Hnim given in equation (14) can be used to predict the structure of
the galaxy distribution on large scales, provided that galaxies are unbiased tracers
of matter. In the previous section we have compared the model with the structures
actually observed in the optical redshift surveys. Here we make some predictions that
will be verifiable only when new deep and wide-angle redshift surveys will become
available.

Within the nearby but yet unexplored universe, our model predicts the existence
of two walls of galaxies: at :i 220 Mpc in the northern hemisphere and at ~ 170
Mpc in the southern hemisphere. The northern wall should be roughly parallel to
the Great Wall of the CfA and the southern wall should be parallel to the wall of
the SSR.S2 survey. Even if these expected walls should be detected, we need surveys
deeper than ~ 250 Mpc for a conclusive verification of our model.

Once these deep surveys will be available, we will have to devise the best pos-
sible method to verify the agreement between the predictions of the model and the
observations. We describe here what we think would be the best way of constraining
//„!,„ since this description might allow a better understanding of the geometry of the
energy-density distribution predicted by our model.

Let us first remark that because the position of the center of vibration, P r , is
relatively close to us, we expect that the distribution of galaxies on surfaces of constant
redshift will be almost isotropic. The counts of galaxies on each surface will vary
slowly with right ascension and declination: their gradient will be difficult to measure.

The situation would be completely different if we were at a distance of 600 Mpc
from Pr. Imagine an observer (we will call him ET) for whom p't=600 Mpc and let us
compute the geometry of the mass distribution on his celestial sphere at a distance
of p,,= 1000 Mpc. We set p,=600 and p - p,r —1000 in equation (19) while leaving
unchanged the other parameters. The result is the wave structure, characteristic of
Vic.u.ii, shown in Figure 5. Clearly, the wave-structures would be quite evident for
ET.

In order to measure tli^se structures ET should count the number of galaxies
AV.oii (Apu, a, 6) in a spherical shell of thickness Apo and compare it with the
distribution predicted by equation (15) after an integration over Apn.

We show in Figure 6 a,b,c the patterns of galaxy counts predicted for:

10 Mpc

100 Mpc

400 Mpc

(20)

respectively. Figure 6a (Ap,,= 10 Mpc) is only slightly different from Figure 5- For
Apij=100 Mpc, Figure 6b, the wave structure is still visible but smeared out. Finally,
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for Ap,,---M)0 Mpc (Figure 6c), KT would hardly see the wave structures, except in
the direction of P,.

The wave-structures of Figure 5 could be observed also from where we are, after
an appropriate coordinate transformation of the inner surface of the 1000 Mpc sphere
centered on ET. The transformation can be represented by:

p(a.S) =- arc tan
-/tan(p'. -

cos p' --
(21)

where

and

~ cos* pi)

f — sin8sin8, -+• cos Scos6,-cos(a — a,).

The results are shown in Figure 7a,b.
In conclusion, once the most appropriate ET-coordinates have been chosen, one

should transform the coordinates of his celestial sphere into our coordinates, and
predict the number of galaxies to be observed in each direction: a, 8 and p according
to equation (21) inside a selected interval Ap of p. For a small Ap,, (for example
Ap,,—10 Mpc), the wave structure will be practically identical to that shown in Figure
7a since Figure 6a is almost identical to Figure 5.

For higher values of Ap the interference effect is greater and the gala.-.y distribution
appears almost isotropic in accordance, dt facto, with the Cosmological Principle.

As a last remark, we note that our choice of p'. and p,, is arbitrary. However, these
parameters arc not free, since they uniquely define the function p(a,S) in equation
(21), There the only free parameters are p,, a,. S,. The dependence of Equation
(21) from these parameters is weak for p. 'p' << 1.

5 CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
Our model is based on the spontaneous simmetry breaking of the Cosmological Prin-
ciple in a universe with positive spatial curvature. The universe is represented by a
Robertson-Walker space-time M«.n. = S'x S1 / Z2 with ft > 1 (the model could be
also applied to an fi < 1 universe with spatially compact sub-sections).

With the additional assumption that galaxies are unbiased tracers of the matter
distribution, we have reproduced the large-scale (> 100 Mpc) geometry of the distri-
bution of galaxies revealed by the CfA survey (Geller & Huchra, 1989), the SSRS2
survey (da Costa et al., 1994), the ESO strip (Vettolani et al., 1993,1994) and the
pencil beam surveys toward the North and South Galactic Poles (Broadhurst et al.
1990, 1992).

On scales of the order of ^ 20 - 30 Mpc or less, the structures of the galaxy
distribution have been distorted by dynamical actions during the existence of the
universe. On these scales there might still be the imprint of the underlying SO(4)
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symmetry, spontaneously broken, but it is impossible to compare the observations on
these scales with out predictions, at least at the present level of development of the
model.

On much larger scale instead, we have to expect a good agreement between the
computed geometry of the mass density and the observed distribution of galaxies,
otherwise the model will have to be rejected. The first surveys that will pose tighter
constraints on out model should be the Hectospec Survey at the converted MMT
telescope (Fabricant et al., 1994; Geller 1994) and the SDSS (Gunn & Knapp, 1992).
These surveys will be at least as deep as the ESO strip, but on a much larger area of
the sky.

We find that the dominant eigenmode could be Yie.o.o with Pc at about 40 Mpc,
not far from the Great Attractor. This result means that the spontaneous breaking
of the Cosmological Principle refers mainly to homogeneity and less to isotropy. In
fact, the universe would appear strictly isotropic to an observer situated in Pc. To us
instead, the universe will appear quasi-isotropic at large distances p » pc=40 Mpc,
in agreement with the cosmic background radiation that reaches us from p > 2000
Mpc, after the last scattering. In fact our model predicts the geometrical distribution
of the energy-density; therefore it applies properly to the stage of evolution of the
universe when energy had not yet been converted into matter, in particular to the
cosmic background radiation.

The identification of Y,C,M.,I, o r a n y o t n e r ^m™, as the main eigenmode of the uni-
verse has far reaching consequences. Fn fact, Vn|m may be considered as only a factor in
tfnfm, the solution of the wave equation (4) on MH.U-,. Equation (4) (or its spinorial or
tensorial generalizations) should be considered as part of a system of dynamical equa-
tions which, compatibly with Einstein equations, would play a role in the evolution
of the universe in any cosmological framework. This system of dynamical equations
might open a new chapter in cosmology, lets name it wave-cosmology, where at least
some of the well known features of either classica! or quantum wave-mechanics would
be extended to cosmology.

At a first glance, the extension to cosmology of the classical wave-mechanics might
present some conceptual difficulties since i> could be real. A real ifr would imply a
universe in a state of stationary waves, very difficult to imagine since the waves would
be of density of matter. The only possibility to proceed with a teal i> might be to
consider a closed universe with zero total energy.

The extension of the quantum wave-mechanics to the new cosmology seems more
acceptable. In this case is woud be complex with ) $ }2 time independent, apart from
the Hubble expansion, in analogy with the probability density of a quantized closed
system in a stationary state.

This analogy with quantum mechanics was first suggested by by Fock in 1935, He
showed that the wave-mechanical Schroedinger equation in momentum-space of the
H-atom (stationary-states), can be set in the form of an integral equation which, on

S'\ is equivalent to:
1 ^ = - n ( n + 2)ynlm (22)
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formally identical to equation (6) in Section 1. Note, however, that in (22) Vn<m

represents the Schroedinger wave function of the stationary state of the H-atom in
momentum-space (apart from normalization factors). In particular, for the most
symmetric eigenfunction (I = 0) Fock (1935) obtained (see his equation (26)):

Y -
i.jUII —

(23)

identical to our equation (17) (afteT replacing n with n + 1 on the r.h.s.).
In conclusion, one single equation would describe two natural systems: a "clas-

sical" system, the universe, in ordinary spa.ce and a. quant urn-mechanical system,
the H-atom, in momentum space. Both systems would lie in a state represented by
the same eigenfunction. The possible deep meaning of this simple fact might be far
reaching. To start with, one could hope to get from one system insights on unsolved
problems regarding the other. As an example the horizon problem of the universe
as well as the isotropy of the background radiation could be related to the Einstein-
Podolski-Rosen paradox of quantum mechanics, both finding their answer on the
non-bcal features of.wave functions.

There are other aspects of our approach that could be relevant for other fields of
physics, in particular for quantum field theory. For example, the Robertson-Walker
space-time represented by equations (2), (3) in section 1 is often adopted as a repre-
sentation of "conformally" compactified space-time M given by:

A/ =
S ' x S '

z, (24)

In fact, R in Mit_\\_ expressed by equation (2) is considered, in that representation,
as an infinite covering of S1 in (24). With this identification, the wave structure of
the universe could be considered as an indication of the relevance of the conformal
compactification, and thus also of the conformal symmetry, for the universe and
consequently for the natural phenomena in it.

It is well known that M given by (24) can be conceived as a 4-dimensional homo-
geneous space of the 15-parameter conformal group G:

X{ - Tzhr* (25)

where G stands for the conformal group and £, D, K' represent Lorentz, Dilata-
tion and special conformal transformations, respectively. G posesses another similar
homogeneous space with the same structure (24) obtained simply from M by substi-
tuting special conformal transformations K* with Poincare translations P 4 :

P 2

or, equivalently, by transforming M with conformal inversion, one of the transforma-
tions of the conformal group. Remembering that in the framework of our cosmology

13



the U-atom might represent a sort ot mirror image of the universe in momentum
space-, one naturally arrives at the conjecture that the second homogeneous space P
mentioned above might reasonably represent the conformally compactified momen-
tum space (Budinicli et al., 1993). But then, if both ordinary and momentum space
are conformally compactified, any field theory should, in principle, be expected to be
free from both infrared and ultraviolet divergences. The mere concepts of "infinite"
and "infinitesimal" would be absent ab milio in such field theories, as explained in a
separate paper (Budinich et al., 1994).

Another interesting consequence of the possible immersion of the Robertson-
Walker space-time W/( u into the conformally compactified space-time M given by
equation (25) is that the equation of motion (4) has to be conceived in this space. To
proceed, we have at least two options. The first is to identify this homogeneous space
A/H.II. as the physical space-time (as in special relativity where Poincare/Lorentz was
identified with Minkowski space-time). In this case we must assume that matter arises
from some field which is a solution of a field equation in MRM. space-time. Then,
the matter distribution in the universe, corresponding to such a solution, may spon-
taneously violate not only the conformal covariance but also the symmetry implied
by the Cosmological Principle.

The second option is to separate the abstract concept of homogeneous group-space
ot the symmetry principle from that of physical space-time. This option would be the
only possible option if we admit, in the framework of the big-bang cosmology, that the
physical space-time itself is generated in the course of the evolution of the universe via
some field like the "innaton" field. The physical space-time, arising from the solution
of a field equation in the abstract homogeneous space Af/<.u could itself spontaneously
break the Cosmological Principle. In other words: the abstract homogeneous space,
defined by the symmetry, together with the postulated symmetry, would pre-exist the
universe conceived as the physical space-time with matter in it.

Because of the above considerations we think that the verification of our Hy-
pothesis , that the large scale structure of the universe might originate from the
spontaneous violation of the Cosmological Principle, is important both for cosmol-
ogy and foe physiscs in general. The verification will have to wait at least for the
completion of redshift surveys like the planned SDSS (Gunn & Knapp, 1992) and the
Hectospec/MMT survey (Fabricant et al., 1994; Gellei 1994), but perhaps the pos-
sibility of a positive verification of the model rests on much deeper surveys, possibly
analyzed with the technique we suggested in this paper.
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7 APPENDIX A - Transformation from S3 to the
equatorial coordinates of an observer

In this appendix we give a detailed justification of the equations (11) that we use
to transform the Robertson - Walker coordinates (\, 8, <j>) into the usual equatorial
coordinates (p, a, &).

Let us consider the sphere S ' embedded in R1 with coordinates (r1) i = 1,2,3,4.
Any point p £ S' is given by p = ( i ' ) , ^(x1)1 - 1 and can be parametrized with the
angles (x, 6, tj>) s.t.

x --- sin x sin 8 sin <p

x~ -- sin % 5 ' n 9 costj

•r •-- s i

i' -- cos

(26)

where 0 < <5 < 2~. 0 < 8, x < *•
An observer at a point p,, - (x|,) - S ! of coordinates (xn, 6,,, $<•,) sees matter on

S ' by receiving light rays that are great circles on S ' . Each great circle is given by an
intersection of S1 with one of the 2-dimensional planes in R1 containing the vector
/). Here we identify R ' with a vector space I',,

A parametric expression for the above mentioned plaiu-s is:

•V(A. Xp, - jtq. (27)

where 1/ R' is a vector linearly independent of p.,. and A. ji are real parameters.
Then- are many vectors <j that correspond to the same plane A'(A, /i). We use this
freedom 10 normalize q as follows:

HP - 0, if - \. (28)

The most j;rneral parametric form of q thai satisfies (28) is:

</(#. o) -- (JT'(S. is)) {.V^8. tc)i' }. (29)

where A',{H. o) sre ihe coefficients of the matrix

/' 0 cost! - cos 0 sin 9 sin i sin 8 \

-cosfl 0 sin 4> sin 8 cos^sinfl

cos 4> sin 8 - s inos inS 0 cosS

\ -s in i is inS - cos<jisin6 - c o s 8 0 /
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For any fixed pair of the parameters 0 < 8 < *, 0 < 4> < 2TT the equation of the
corresponding plane of (27) is:

P) (31)

(32)

(33)

(34)

X{X, / i , 9, <t>) = Apl;

With the restriction to S1, i.e. with

X(X, M, «, ^ = l,

(31) is a great circle, passing through p,,. Because of the equation (28), the condition

(32) is equivalent to

thus we can choose the parameter 0 < p < x so that

X — cosp, fi = sin p.

By combining (29)-(33), >ve have the following formulae for the points

[X'(p,9,4>)\ of a great circle passing through pa:

-Y'(p, 8, 4>) = B\{p, 8, ^ K ,

where
B'(p, 8, ^) = cosp«; - sinpA'{0, 0), (35)

where 6J is the Kronecker delta symbol. The formulae (34)-(35) can also be considered
as a good parametrization of S ' with the new coordinates (p, B, i). The coordinate
p measures the distance from p,, along a great circle on S1'. The choice of a particular
pair <j> = <p. and $ = 6. correspond to the selection of a light ray from pu. A fixed
p ~ p. corresponds to the observer's celestial sphere S? at the distance p. measured
along any light ray on S' passing through p.j. The angles (6, <j>) are a. spherical system

of coordinates on S^.
Now we have to transform the coordinates (i, 8) into the equatorial coordinates

(a, &) of a celestial sphere of the observer.
We introduce the auxiliary spherical system (4, 0 ) related to (a, 6) via

(•, e} = ( o , | - 4 ) (36)

where 0 < 0 < it. The two systems (4 ,©) and (<f>, 9) are the usual spherical
coordinates in R J with Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) and (x, y, z), respectively.
In Cartesian coordinates ( i , y, z), any great circle on S' passing through the point

C*... 0.1 = fa,, r - S,:) (37)

assumes the form

/ , 0 = cos W
(38)
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where

V, = (sin a,, cosi,, cos a,- cos S,, sinir)

I', = (sin ar sin S,, cosQrsin^,, - cos 6r)'

Vj = (cos ar, — sinar> 0)'

(39)

The parameter 0 < / < 2i specifies a great circle through (*C1 0C), e.g. f = 0
corresponds to the circle connecting ($c, 0 r) and (*, 0) = (0,0)); the parameter
0 < t < ir is a polar angle along the circle as measured from ($e, 0C). The pont
( 4 , 8r) has coordinates ( t c , 0C) in the (4, 0) system if the Oi axis of ( i ,y , i ) system
lies in a circle ( = 9r. In particular, we can put the Qz axis in the direction of any
point of the form

p(/ , 6,) = cos6,V, + sin6r{- cos fVr - sin fV2\ (40)

In this way for any / we have a Oij axis of a (xi,yltZf) system.
Any of these Qzj can be identified with our Oi. In order to specify the correspond-

ing Ox/ and Ojf/ directions we again need a parametrization of a great circle passing
through the intersection of Oi/ with S2 i.e. through the point

VI, (41)

This circle is given by equations similar to equations (38)-(39) and its points are

pfi^, B;) •- cos Syii;/ — sin 8j. - cos^'yUJi Tsin^'yUi;] (42)

where

-( i /3/ , y^s- -1} - yj) - ^J -Ay,, -*/, o)1 («)

T h e pa ramete r <j>'j corresponds to 0 / via

here 4>t is determined from the equation

(44)

*,:, I) = Vr (45)

By solving the equation (45), one finds that for any / there exists only one ̂  which,
in turn, determines 4>'j via (44). Finally, by inserting the value of ^ into (42) we find
the required relation between (4>, 6) and the equatorial (a, 6) coordinates:

Pl(4>j + <£,, 8)) - (sin acos 8, cosacosi , siniS)' (46)
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The relation between (o. 9) and (a. 6) thus depends on (i) the parameter / and (ii)
I he parameters ( a . ft) and (a,,f/). For any / . the equation (46) has the required
property that the point P. is in the direction (a, . i,) on the celestial sphere of the
observer, hoc this reason we are free to choose the value of / that simplifies (46) and

Let us also put:

•vhich corresponds to:

/ =, 0

( 0 , , 9,) •= ((<»., - 7r)mod2Tt, ir - 0,, (48)

P, =(0 ,0 ,0 ,1) ' (49)

With the choices (47)-(49), equation (46) gives the following relations between the

coordinates (<j>. 8) anci (a. 8):

sin 6 = - cos 9 s\n(6, - ft,) - sin (9 cos{8, - ft) cos(0 - £,)

rostttosi= - cos fl cos(i5,- - ft.) cos Q, -

• sin 8'sin a. s\n(<t>,- - o) - tos a. sin(i, - ft,) cos(<#> - 4>«).

-iti ,i cos h - C < J S # C O S ( * - S . l s i i i c r . •

- s i n ti c o i n s i n i O - <.">,.) - s i n a . s i n ( f . • ft)cos(

1 In- rovfiM' t r a n s f o r m a t i o n is :

cos(/i.

)sin<S,,

- 6,,),

- cos £ ' 5 in(a - a. 1 cost*,, - cos(a a,)s\n(S, - 6,,) sin <ft,.

In conclusion, by inserting (51) into (34)-(35) we find the desired parametr izat ion

(11) of points of S l with coordinates [p. A. a ) .
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9 Figure captions

Figure 1 The peaks of .V | ( . e (shaded regions) with £,•, ar, 5r as given in eq (19)
and a — 1.8. S — 31" superimposed on the CfA and SSRS2 surveys.

Figure 2 The peaks of JV|0|,(J (shaded regions) with the parameters of equation
(19) and a = 1.8, ] 5 '•- 40" superimposed on the ESO strip.

Figure 3 The geometrical interpretation of the Great Wall (GW) and of the
southern wall (SW) of the SSRS2 as intersections of the first spherical wave of iV4600

centered in Pe. The cones correspond to the fixed declination S — 40°. It is clear how
the walls axe parts of closed structures whose continuations (CNW and CSW) should
be observable. The hints of walls of the ESO strip are marked with I ESO and II
ESO and correspond to the second and third spherical wave of iV,16o0. The directions
of the BEKS pencil beam surveys are marked with North and South.

Figure 4 The histograms of the BEKS pencil beam survey compared with iV|6 u u

given by equation (18) (solid line) with gr, 8, and a r as in equation^ 19) and a — 1.6.
The maxima of the theoretical curve are only indicative. The amplitudes of the fifth
peak in the north and of the fourth peak in the south have been normalized to the
iustugram.

Figure 5 a) The angular distribution of galaxies at p = 1000 Mpc for an observer
at a distance of 600 Mpc from the center of the vibrational system V*IB.U.U, b) the
distribution of galaxies for the same observer in the case of Y'lr u.

Figure 6 The angular distribution of the galaxies contained in a spherical shell
of radius p,t and thickness Apu centered on an observer at 600 Mpc from P r: a) pti =
1000 Mpc, Ap,, = 10 Mpc, b) p., = 900 Mpc, Ap,, = 100 Mpc, c) pv = 600 Mpc,
Ap,, = 400 Mpc.

Figure 7 The same distributions as in figure 5a,b plotted as they would appear
on our skv.
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